Student health doctors at the University of California (UC) organized with the Union of American Physicians and Dentists (UAPD) in 2013 to realize their goal of providing students with the best medical care and mental health services possible.

Over nearly a year of negotiations, UAPD has had to file multiple unfair labor practice (ULP) charges against UC. In response to the ULPs, doctors at every UC student health center will hold a one-day strike on Tuesday, January 27th, starting at 7:30 am.

This will mark the first time in 25 years that doctors have gone on strike against a US employer. Students, UC workers, friends and allies are encouraged to join doctors on these historic picket lines.

Join Us Tuesday on The Picket Line! All Are Welcome!

UC BERKELEY
UHS Tang Center
2222 Bancroft Way, Berkeley
Picket Line 7:30 am – 2:30 pm
Rally at Noon

UC DAVIS
Student Health and Wellness Center
La Rue Rd between Hutchinson & Orchard
Picket Line 7:30 am – 2:30 pm
Rally at Noon

UC SANTA CRUZ
Student Health Center
1156 High Street, Santa Cruz
Picket Line 7:30 am – 2:30 pm

UC IRVINE
Student Health Center
501 Student Health, Irvine, CA 92697
Picket Line 7:30 am – 2:30 pm

UC LOS ANGELES
Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center
221 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles
Picket Line 7:30 am – 2:30 pm
Rally at Noon

UC SAN DIEGO
Student Health Services
9500 Gilman Dr, La Jolla (on Library Walk, south of Geisel Library)
Picket Line 7:30 am – 2:30 pm
Rally at Noon

NOTE: Doctors at all 10 campus health centers will strike. UC Santa Barbara, UC Merced, UC Riverside, and UC San Francisco doctors will join their colleagues at these six picketing sites.

UC workers who are not on strike can show solidarity with doctors by coming out before work or during their lunch break.